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WELCOME
Welcome to our May newsletter. It has been a busy couple of months at HAT 
as we finalise our documentation for ISQM (UK) 1, ISA (UK) 315 and ISA (UK) 
240. These new requirements will generally become applicable towards the end 
of this year.  We have already reached out to some larger firms to discuss our 
approach and plan to release updated Manuals to all firms over the summer and 
early autumn. We have also scheduled training covering these issues in October. 
These courses can also be run in house for firms (either face to face or online) 
and an on-demand introduction to ISQM (UK) 1 will be available shortly.  For 
any questions relating to these developments please contact our helpline on the 
number or email address below. 

I am also pleased to report good progress on both of our cloud-based audit 
platforms. Our Company Audit and Non-audit templates are now available in 
MyWorkPapers with Charity Audit, ATOL and LLP audit being released imminently. 
MyWorkPapers are also working on other specialist assignments including SRA, 
FCA Client Assets, Pension Scheme Audit, Academies and Charity Independent 
Examinations. Work on enhancing our CaseWare Cloud company audit template 
and introducing specialist packs to this platform is also progressing well. For 
any questions on these templates please contact Simon or Andrew respectively. 
Our existing CaseWare desktop templates continue to be supported and will be 
updated for ISA (UK) 315 and ISA (UK) 240. 

It was wonderful to see so many of you at our quiz evening in March. 
Congratulations to the winning team, Sayers Butterworth LLP and I would like to 
thank Ian for writing and hosting the evening. 

From a technical perspective, events in Ukraine continue to dominate and our 
Technical Update summarises the impact of the Economic Crime (Transparency 
and Enforcement) Act 20022 which was pushed through Parliament in response 
to the crisis and creates a new Register of Overseas Entities holding UK property. 
We also cover several proposals, including significant changes to ICAEW CPD 
requirements. 

We are continuing to look for another accountant to join our technical and 
compliance team.  The successful candidate will have a range of audit experience 
at manager or senior manager level and must have fantastic technical and 
interpersonal skills. They will conduct file reviews for a range of audit firms 
(encompassing members of the Accountancy Age top 50 to sole practitioners) 
and provide firms with support via our technical helpline and by writing technical 
material. The role will be varied and will involve visiting clients throughout the 
UK as well as having the opportunity to work from home on a regular basis. We 
provide a highly competitive package, the freedom to work autonomously and to 
further your career within our small team. This role may, but does not necessarily 
involve presenting on our CPD or Career Development programmes. If you are 
aware of anyone who may be interested, please contact me for more information 
and a confidential discussion. 
 

Andrew Jarvis, Managing Director
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Contact Us

All telephone enquiries:

020 7213 9911

Technical Helpline

technical@hatgroup.co.uk

Recruitment and Kaplan queries

anna@hatgroup.co.uk

General enquiries

hat@hatgroup.co.uk

Please contact us before visiting or 
sending paper files for review as 
our London office is only open by 
appointment.
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TECHNICAL UPDATE
COMPANY LAW
QUEEN’S SPEECH 2022
The Queen’s Speech earlier this month included two Bills of interest to accountants, including legislation to create the Audit, 
Reporting and Governance Authority (ARGA) which will ultimately replace the Financial Reporting Council. The background 
briefing notes to the Queen’s Speech outlines the following:

“DRAFT AUDIT REFORM BILL:
The purpose of the draft Bill is to:

 » Rebuild trust in the UK’s audit, corporate reporting and corporate governance system and the insolvency regulatory 
framework;

 » Ensure accountability for those with key roles in that system; and

 » Increase resilience and choice in the statutory audit market – reinforcing the UK’s reputation as a world-leading destination for 
investment.

The main benefits of the draft Bill would be:

 » Strengthening the UK’s position as a global leader in corporate governance by improving confidence in the UK market, better 
protecting jobs and investments, and reducing the cost of capital for well-run companies;

 » Improving protection for the UK against risks to jobs, pensions, and suppliers from unexpected company collapses, by 
improving scrutiny of the largest non-listed companies and strengthening the insolvency framework to increase confidence in 
the system; and

 » Increasing competition in the audit market by supporting the growth of challenger firms to reduce the dominance of the 
largest audit firms, giving businesses greater choice and making the market more resilient.

The main elements of the draft Bill are:

 » Establishing a new statutory regulator, the Audit, Reporting and Governance Authority, that will protect and promote the 
interests of investors, other users of corporate reporting and the wider public interest;

 » Providing new measures to open up the market, including a new approach of managed shared audit in which challenger 
firms undertake a share of the work on large-scale audits.  This will improve the quality and usefulness of audit; and boost 
resilience, competition, and choice in the audit market;

 » Bringing the largest private companies in scope of regulation in the definition of ‘public interest entities’, recognising the 
public interest in companies of this size; and

 » Giving the new regulator effective powers to enforce directors’ financial reporting duties, to supervise corporate reporting, 
and to oversee and regulate the accountancy and actuarial professions.”
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“DRAFT ECONOMIC CRIME AND CORPORATE TRANSPARENCY BILL:
The purpose of the Bill is to:

 » Crack down on the kleptocrats, criminals and terrorists who abuse our open economy, ensuring we drive out dirty money 
from the UK;

 » Ensure these people, including Putin’s cronies, do not benefit from the UK’s open society; and

 » Strengthen the UK’s reputation as a place where legitimate businesses can grow and create jobs. 

The main benefits of the Bill would be:

 » Tackling economic crime, including fraud and money-laundering, by delivering greater protections for consumers and 
businesses, boosting the UK’s defences, and allowing legitimate businesses to thrive;

 » Protecting national security, by making it harder for kleptocrats, criminals and terrorists to engage in money laundering, 
corruption, terrorism-financing, illegal arms movements and ransomware payments; and

 » Supporting enterprise by enabling Companies House to deliver a better service for over four million UK companies, 
maintaining our swift and low-cost routes for company creation and improving the collection of data to inform business 
transactions and lending decisions across the economy.

The main elements of the Bill are:

 » Broadening the Registrar of Companies’ powers so that they become a more active gatekeeper over company creation and 
custodian of more reliable data, including new powers to check, remove or decline information submitted to, or already on, 
the Company Register;

 » Introducing identity verification for people who manage, own and control companies and other UK registered entities.  This 
will improve the accuracy of Companies House data, to support business decisions and law enforcement investigations;

 » Providing Companies House with more effective investigation and enforcement powers and introducing better cross-checking 
of data with other public and private sector bodies;

 » Tackling the abuse of limited partnerships (including Scottish Limited Partnerships), by strengthening transparency 
requirements and enabling them to be properly wound up;

 » Creating powers to more quickly and easily seize and recover crypto assets, which are the principal medium used for 
ransomware.  The creation of a civil forfeiture power will mitigate the risk posed by those who cannot be criminally 
prosecuted but use their funds to further criminality; and

 » Enabling businesses in the financial sector to share information more effectively to prevent and detect economic crime.”

GOVERNMENT REVIEW OF REPORTING PAYMENT PRACTICES:
The Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (“BEIS”) has published its statutory review of the Reporting on 
Payment Practices and Performance Regulations 2017 (SI 2017 / 395).

Based on responses received during the consultation period BEIS concluded that the Regulations have brought greater 
transparency and symmetry to the payment practices and performance of large businesses, and they continue to shine a light on 
businesses that are responsible for poor payment practices.

BEIS will undertake a further consultation on the Regulations to enable ministers to decide whether they should be extended 
beyond 6 April 2024, which will provide an opportunity to consult on any other potential amendments to the Regulations.

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/statutory-review-of-the-reporting-on-payment-practices-and-performance-regulations-2017-call-for-evidence
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2017/395/pdfs/uksiod_20170395_en.pdf
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2017/395/contents/made
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2017/395/contents/made
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AUDITING / ETHICAL / ASSURANCE STANDARDS
EXPOSURE DRAFT OF REVISED ISA (UK) 600:
The Financial Reporting Council (“FRC”) has published the Exposure Draft of Proposed ISA (UK) 600 Special Considerations – 
Audits of Group Financial Statements (Including the Work of Component Auditors), with comments invited until 8 July 2022.  
Their Press Release states:

“The revisions build upon the recently revised international version of the standard, with an enhanced focus on the risk of 
material misstatement at the financial statement level and the need for robust communication between group and component 
auditors, and:

 » The proposed standard is available here;

 » The conforming and consequential amendments is available here; and

 » The invitation to comment and impact assessment is available here.”

Once the final version of this revised ISA has been published, it is proposed that it will be effective for accounting periods 
commencing on or after 15 December 2023.

AMENDED DEFINITION OF A PIE
The International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants (“IESBA”) has issued a Press Release advising that they have expanded 
the definition of a public interest entity (“PIE”), which is incorporated into their (i.e. IFAC’s) Code of Ethics, which is adopted by 
professional bodies in the UK and used for the basis of the FRC’s Ethical Standard.

The current definition is:

 » A listed entity (being an entity whose shares, stock or debt are quoted or listed on a recognized stock exchange, or are 
marketed under the regulations of a recognized stock exchange or other equivalent body); or

 » An entity:

 ᴏ Defined by regulation or legislation as a public interest entity; or

 ᴏ For which the audit is required by regulation or legislation to be conducted in compliance with the same independence 
requirements that apply to the audit of listed entities. Such regulation might be promulgated by any relevant regulator, 
including an audit regulator.

The revised definition is:

 » A publicly traded entity (being an entity that issues financial instruments that are transferrable and traded through a publicly 
accessible market mechanism, including through listing on a stock exchange);

 » An entity one of whose main functions is to take deposits from the public;

 » An entity one of whose main functions is to provide insurance to the public; or

 » An entity specified as such by law, regulation or professional standards.

It appears that the revised definition would include certain entities which are not currently treated as being either a PIE under 
the Companies Act 2006 or another entity of public interest (“OEPI”) in accordance with the FRC’s Ethical Standard.  Such entities 
include credit unions and companies listed on AIM or the Aquis Exchange having a market capitalisation of less than €200m.

The amended definition applies to accounting periods commencing on or after 15 December 2024, with early adoption 
permitted.

As there is a separate exercise being performed in the UK to potentially expand the definition of a PIE (as noted in the section 
regarding the Queen’s Speech), and as the concept of an OEPI is already incorporated into the FRC’s Ethical Standard, it is 
possible that there would be alignment of effective dates for both the UK / IESBA enhancements to the PIE definition and IESBA 
enhancements being incorporated into the FRC’s Ethical Standard, either by treating these as a PIE or as an OEPI.

https://www.frc.org.uk/news/april-2022-(1)/isa-(uk)-600-exposure-draft
https://www.frc.org.uk/document-library/isa-documents/proposed-isa-(uk)-600_2022
https://www.frc.org.uk/document-library/isa-documents/proposed-isa-(uk)-600-(revised)-conforming-and-con
https://www.frc.org.uk/document-library/isa-documents/proposed-isa-(uk)-600-invitation-to-comment-and-im
https://www.ethicsboard.org/news-events/2022-04/global-ethics-board-expands-universe-entities-are-public-interest-entities
https://www.ifac.org/system/files/publications/files/IESBA-Final-Pronouncement_Listed-Entity-and-Public-Interest-Entity.pdf
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IAASB GUIDANCE ON THE AUDIT OF FRAUD
The International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (“IAASB”) has issued non-authoritative guidance which highlights the 
interaction between ISA 240 The Auditor’s Responsibilities Relating to Fraud in an Audit of Financial Statements and other ISAs.

Although this does not amend any existing requirement, given the prominence of fraud considerations within the ISAs, it is a 
valuable revision of the way in which consideration of fraud, and hence the requirements to report on irregularity within ISA (UK) 
700, is relevant throughout many different procedures which are performed on an audit engagement.

ACCOUNTING STANDARDS
FIRST ADOPTION FOR UK ENDORSEMENT BOARD:
The UK Endorsement Board has adopted its first IFRS amendments since it received powers to do so in May 2021.  The narrow-
scope amendments, which are effective for accounting periods beginning on or after 1 January 2022 are:

 » Three amendments from Annual Improvements to IFRS Standards 2018–2020:

 ᴏ Amendment to IFRS 1 First-time Adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards—Subsidiary as a First-time 
Adopter;

 ᴏ Amendment to IFRS 9 Financial Instruments—Fees in the ‘10 per cent’ Test for Derecognition of Financial Liabilities; and

 ᴏ Amendment to IAS 41 Agriculture—Taxation in Fair Value Measurements.

 » Onerous Contracts—Cost of Fulfilling a Contract (Amendments to IAS 37);

 » Property, Plant and Equipment: Proceeds before Intended Use (Amendments to IAS 16); and

 » Reference to the Conceptual Framework (Amendments to IFRS 3).

ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING
REVISED CCAB AML GUIDANCE ISSUED 
The Consultative Committee of Accountancy Bodies (CCAB) has published the latest version of its Anti-Money Laundering 
Guidance for the Accountancy Sector, together with the Tax Appendix and the Insolvency Appendix, following the Treasury’s 
approval of all three documents.

The guidance was initially updated in September 2020 to reflect amendments made to the UK Money Laundering and Terrorist 
Financing Regulations 2017 (‘the 2017 Regulations’). These regulations were amended in January 2020 to reflect the Fifth Money 
Laundering Directive (5MLD) from the EU.

The main changes from the draft guidance are:

 » Timeframe to report PSC discrepancies reduced to within 15 working days (previously 30 days).

 » Strengthening from ‘should’ to ‘must’ for a short list of requirements.

 » Update to the legislation referenced in the guidance following the UK leaving the EU.

 » Clarified wording around enhanced due diligence for an occasional transaction where there are connections to a high-risk 
third country.

 A summary of the changes and the revised guidance can be obtained here.

https://www.iaasb.org/publications/non-authoritative-guidance-fraud-lens-interactions-between-isa-240-and-other-isas
https://www.endorsement-board.uk/uk-endorsement-board-announces-first-adoption-decision-since-delegation-of-powers-in-may-2021
https://www.ccab.org.uk/anti-money-laundering-and-counter-terrorist-financing-guidance-for-the-accountancy-sector-2022/
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ECONOMIC CRIME LEVY
The Economic Crime (Anti-Money Laundering) Levy Regulations 2022 (SI 2022 / 269) have been enacted and they make provision 
for the assessment, payment, collection and recovery of the Economic Crime Levy (“the levy).  They came into force on 1 April 
2022.

The Explanatory Note highlights that the levy is charged in accordance with Part 3 of the Finance Act 2022 for the financial year 
beginning with April 2022 and subsequent financial years, with the following summarising requirements in the Finance Act 2022:

 » Unless an entity has either the Financial Conduct Authority or the Gambling Commission as its supervisory body, HMRC is 
responsible for the collection and management of the levy;

 » The levy is charged for a financial year if a person carries on a regulated business at any point during the financial year, and is 
based on that person’s UK revenue for the financial year (pro-rated for periods other than a year);

 » If a person’s UK revenue for the relevant accounting period is more than £10.2 million but not more than £36 million, the levy 
is £10,000;

 » If a person’s UK revenue for the relevant accounting period is more than £36 million but not more than £1 billion, the levy is 
£36,000; and

 » If a person’s UK revenue for the relevant accounting period is more than £1 billion, the levy is £250,000.

UPDATED FATF LIST OF HIGH-RISK JURISDICTIONS
The Financial Action Task Force (“FATF”) has issued a Public Statement, updating their list of high risk and other monitored 
jurisdictions, with the changes being that Zimbabwe is no longer on the list, but that the United Arab Emirates has been added.

Note that despite neither Russia nor Belarus being on FATF’s list, there are separate sanctions which need to be taken into 
account in respect of these jurisdictions.

The current list of jurisdictions under increased monitoring (who are actively working with the FATF to address strategic 
deficiencies in their regimes to counter money laundering, terrorist financing, and proliferation financing) includes Albania, 
Barbados, Burkina Faso, Cambodia, Cayman Islands, Haiti, Jamaica, Jordan, Mali, Malta, Morocco, Myanmar, Nicaragua, Pakistan, 
Panama, Philippines, Senegal, South Sudan, Syria, Turkey, Uganda, United Arab Emirates and Yemen.

In addition, FATF has updated their High-Risk Jurisdictions subject to a Call for Action, which are high-risk jurisdictions which have 
significant strategic deficiencies in their regimes to counter money laundering, terrorist financing, and financing of proliferation.  
These jurisdictions are Iran and the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (i.e. North Korea).

Following these amendments, The Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing (High-Risk Countries) (Amendment) Regulations 
2022 (SI 2022 / 393) have been published.  This amends the Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds 
(Information on the Payer) Regulations 2017 (MLRs) by substituting the list of high-risk third countries (in respect of which extra 
customer due diligence measures must be taken by relevant persons under the MLRs) in Schedule 3ZA for a new list, and they 
came into force on 29 March 2022.

ECONOMIC CRIME (TRANSPARENCY AND ENFORCEMENT) ACT 2022
The Economic Crime (Transparency and Enforcement) Act 2022 has received Royal Assent and a summary published by the 
Government states:

“The new Economic Crime (Transparency and Enforcement) Act received Royal Assent in the early hours of 15 March 2022, 
following an expedited passage through Parliament.

Introduced following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, the new legislation will mean the government can move more quickly to 
impose sanctions against oligarchs already designated by our allies, as well as intensifying our sanctions enforcement.

A new Register of Overseas Entities, requiring those behind foreign companies which own UK property to reveal their identities, 
will also be created under the act.  Entities who refuse to reveal their ‘beneficial owner’ will face tough restrictions on selling 
the property and those who break the rules could face a fine of up to £2,500 per day or up to 5 years in prison.  This will be 

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2022/269/contents/made
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2022/269/note/made
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2022/3/part/3/enacted
https://www.fatf-gafi.org/publications/high-risk-and-other-monitored-jurisdictions/documents/increased-monitoring-march-2022.html
https://www.fatf-gafi.org/publications/high-risk-and-other-monitored-jurisdictions/documents/call-for-action-march-2022.html
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2022/393/contents/made
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2017/692/contents
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2017/692/contents
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2022/10/contents
https://sites-herbertsmithfreehills.vuturevx.com/e/ktusal3ik9dcq/1f59dd4c-6f67-477e-aebe-6c79e818db31
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/new-measures-to-tackle-corrupt-elites-and-dirty-money-become-law
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/new-measures-to-tackle-corrupt-elites-and-dirty-money-become-law
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a valuable tool for law enforcement agencies in investigating suspicious wealth.  Companies House will now begin work to 
implement the register as quickly as possible, working closely with the UK’s 3 land registries.  Any foreign company selling 
properties between 28 February and the full implementation of the register will also be required to submit their details at the 
point of sale.

Reforms to Unexplained Wealth Orders (UWOs) will remove key barriers to their use, increasing time available to law 
enforcement to review material provided in response to a UWO and protecting them from incurring substantial legal costs if they 
act reasonably in a case that is ultimately unsuccessful.

Furthermore, UWOs will be more effective against those who hold property in the UK via trusts and other complex ownership 
structures.  The government has also committed to publishing an annual report on their use.

These measures form part of a wider package of legislative proposals to tackle illicit finance which will be introduced in 
Parliament in the coming months, including reforming Companies House and introducing new powers to seize crypto assets 
more easily (as indicated in the Queen’s Speech).

The Prime Minister also announced a new ‘Kleptocracy Cell’ based in the National Crime Agency, which has been created to 
target sanctions evasion and corrupt Russian assets hidden in the UK.”

PROGRESS ON THE REGISTER OF OVERSEAS ENTITIES:
Under the Economic Crime (Transparency and Enforcement) Act 2022 (“the Act”), a new Register of Overseas Entities is being 
created and will be held by Companies House.  They have provided an update on its progress as follows:

“The new register will require overseas entities that own UK land to declare their beneficial owners or managing officers.  
Overseas entities will not be able to buy, sell, transfer or lease land, or create a charge against the land in the UK unless they’ve 
registered with Companies House.

Overseas entities who already own land in the UK will be given 6 months to register their beneficial owners or managing officers.  
This 6 month period will not begin until the new register has been launched.  Any new purchasers will need to register with 
Companies House from the day the register comes into effect.

Once the overseas entity has registered and provided all the necessary information, an overseas entity ID will be provided by 
Companies House.  This ID will then need to be shared with the relevant land registry (depending on where the land is situated 
in the UK) whenever the overseas entity buys, sells, transfers, leases or charges land in the UK.  Overseas entities who do not 
register will face severe sanctions such as daily fines and not being able to transact with their land.

The Act will apply to land bought since January 1999 in England and Wales, since December 2014 in Scotland, and to land bought 
from the day the Act comes into force in Northern Ireland.  Companies incorporated in the Republic of Ireland fall under the 
definition of an overseas entity.

WHAT HAPPENS NEXT
Work is progressing at pace on the creation of the new register, and Companies House and the UK’s land registries have been 
collaborating with the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy to make sure the new register is implemented 
as soon as possible.  The key stakeholders and partners have been mapped out and there is regular engagement with them 
regularly to make sure they’re actively involved with the progress of this work.  Please email Companies House if you’d like to be 
added to their stakeholder distribution list.

The launch date for the new register will be confirmed once the secondary legislation is laid.  The secondary legislation will fill in 
the details of the new regime and will provide the practical measures required for the legislation to come into effect, including a 
commencement date for the new register.”

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2022/10/contents
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/economic-crime-transparency-and-enforcement-bill-2022-overarching-documents/factsheet-the-register-of-overseas-entities-web-accessible
https://companieshouse.blog.gov.uk/2022/04/27/progress-on-the-register-of-overseas-entities/
mailto:stakeholderengagement@companieshouse.gov.uk
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UNEXPLAINED WEALTH ORDERS
The Economic Crime (Transparency and Enforcement) Act 2022 (Commencement No. 1) Regulations 2022 (SI 2022 / 519) came 
into force on 15 May 2022.  This brings into force the Economic Crime (Transparency and Enforcement) Act 2022, Part 2, which 
covers unexplained wealth orders.

ACCOUNTANTS PROHIBITED FROM SERVICING RUSSIAN CLIENTS
The Foreign Secretary has announced a ban on services exports to Russia, cutting them off from doing business with UK sectors 
that are critical to the Russian economy.

The new measures will mean Russia’s businesses can no longer benefit from the UK’s world class accountancy, management 
consultancy, and PR services, which account for 10% of Russian imports in these sectors.

Full details will be available once legislation has been passed by parliament.

ICAEW / ACCA / REGULATORY
FRC ANNOUNCES PLAN TO REGISTER PIE AUDITORS:
The FRC has announced that it will be taking responsibility for the registration of auditors of public interest entities (“PIEs”) and 
its Press Release states:

“The FRC has launched a consultation to take responsibility for the registration of auditors of PIEs from the recognised 
supervisory bodies (RSBs), which will bolster the FRC’s supervisory toolkit and enable it to become increasingly assertive in 
holding audit firms to account for the delivery of high-quality audit.

Currently, the FRC has insufficient powers to address systemic issues at the firms and must rely on the registration powers of 
the RSBs.  By directly registering audit firms and individuals signing PIE audit reports, the FRC will be able to act decisively when 
it identifies systemic issues in audit.  The FRC will be able to impose conditions, suspensions and remove registration where 
required.

The decision-making in relation to registration matters will be FRC executive led, in line with the approach of other regulators.  
The FRC will work closely with the RSBs and other stakeholders to implement the new registration process.”

The following have been extracted from the consultation document (which requests comments by 26 May 2022):

 » “Subject to the outcome of this consultation, it is the FRC’s current expectation that the new PIE Registration process will be 
implemented on and from September 2022.  It is also the FRC’s expectation that a transitional PIE Registration process will be 
operational during a period of a few months prior to the mandatory PIE Registration process coming into effect;

 » The current remit of the FRC’s audit related supervision extends beyond the PIE definition and includes a number of 
“retained” audits including certain large AIM entities (market capitalisation exceeding €200m) and Lloyd’s syndicates.  These 
retained entities are not included in scope for PIE Registration and thus the Statutory Auditors of this category of retained 
entities will not need to be PIE registered for the purposes of undertaking those audits;

 » Audit firms and RIs must not participate in PIE audit work unless they are registered with the FRC.  It is expected that audit 
firms and RIs will apply where they know, or have reasonable grounds to believe, that they will undertake at least one audit of 
a PIE within the period of 12 months from the Application date (or a longer period, if agreed with the FRC).  Where an audit 
firm or RI has not been involved in a PIE engagement in the previous 12 months (or agreed longer period) and does not have 
reasonable grounds to believe that they will work on another PIE engagement in the forthcoming 12 month period (or agreed 
longer period), we would expect such audit firms or RIs to consider requesting voluntary removal from the PIE Audit Register;

 » The audit firm should ensure that it has PII equal to or in excess of the minimum level of cover set by the FRC or the RSB with 
which it is registered (whichever amount is higher).  At present the FRC has not set a higher level but may do so in future; and

 » When the audit firm’s Application is approved, it will be informed of the first Annual Return date which is relevant to the audit 
firm (which will be in line with the audit firm’s existing annual return date with their RSB).  All audit firms will be required to 
complete an Annual Return to the FRC confirming and / or updating their registered information.  This will be a standalone 
document which must be submitted to the FRC.  The requirement for audit firms to submit their annual return to their RSB 
(on the dates previously agreed with their RSB) are separate and will continue.”

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2022/519/contents/made
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2022/10/part/2
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/russia-cut-off-from-uk-services
https://www.frc.org.uk/auditors/audit-firm-supervision/public-interest-entity-auditor-registration
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ICAEW CONSULTATION ON AMENDMENT TO CPD REQUIREMENTS:
ICAEW has recently consulted on enhancements to the CPD requirements which apply to its members.  It is proposed that these 
will apply from 1 November 2022 and the proposed enhancements to current CPD requirements are:

1. An annual mandatory ethics CPD requirement for all members;

2. The introduction of risk-based CPD requirements based on the risk profile of a member’s area of work (particularly the level 
of risk to the public if there were unforeseen adverse consequences resulting from a member’s actions, omissions or advice); 
and

3. The requirement for a minimum number of verifiable CPD hours for each of the three Risk Categories ~ a summary of these 
Risk Categories is as follows:

RISK CATEGORY 1 ~ 40 HOURS OF WHICH 30 HOURS MUST BE RELEVANT AND VERIFIABLE:

a. CASS engagement leaders and ICAEW members involved in these audits;

b. Responsible individuals undertaking PIE audits and ICAEW members involved in these audits;

c. ICAEW members involved in audit regulation, monitoring, or enforcement within an oversight body or accountancy 
organisation; and

d. Members providing tax mitigation advice permitted under the Professional Conduct Relating to Taxation (PCRT).

RISK CATEGORY 2 ~ 30 HOURS OF WHICH 20 HOURS MUST BE RELEVANT AND VERIFIABLE:

a. Responsible individuals undertaking large corporate audits (as defined in the Companies Act 2006); pension scheme audits; 
charity audits and ICAEW members involved in these audits;

b. Members undertaking international corporate tax planning / personal tax planning for high net-worth individuals;

c. Members acting as Forensic Accountants or Expert Witnesses;

d. Members working in corporate finance;

e. Members and non-members authorised for probate; and

f. Members undertaking Designated Professional Body (Investment Business / Consumer Credit) licensed activities.

RISK CATEGORY 3 ~ 20 HOURS OF WHICH 10 HOURS MUST BE RELEVANT AND VERIFIABLE:

a. Responsible individuals auditing smaller / other entities and ICAEW members involved in these audits;

b. All other ICAEW PC holders, including inactive responsible individuals holding audit registration but not conducting audits / 
members responsible for Solicitors Regulation Authority Accounts Rules reporting; and

c. All other members working in practice.

https://www.icaew.com/regulation/regulatory-consultations/consultation-on-proposed-changes-to-icaews-cpd-policy
https://www.icaew.com/technical/tax/pcrt
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DISCLAIMER NOTICE:  
With regards to the technical articles in this newsletter, every care has been taken by HAT in the preparation of these articles; HAT does not guarantee 
the accuracy or veracity of any information or opinions.  No responsibility for loss occasioned to any person, acting or refraining from acting, as a result of 
material contained within these articles can be accepted by the editor, HAT, its officers or employees.

This material may include text which is derived from FRC publications.  This material is copyrighted by the FRC, please see below: 

© Financial Reporting Council Ltd (FRC).  Adapted and reproduced with the kind permission of the Financial Reporting Council.  All rights reserved.  For 
further information, please visit www.frc.org.uk or call +44 (0)20 7492 2300.

© This publication may contain copyright material of the IFRS® Foundation in respect of which all rights are reserved. Reproduced by HAT Group 
Accountants with the permission of the IFRS Foundation. No permission granted to third parties to reproduce or distribute. For full access to IFRS 
Standards and the work of the IFRS Foundation please visit http://eifrs.ifrs.org. The International Accounting Standards Board, the IFRS Foundation, 
the authors and the publishers do not accept responsibility for any loss caused by acting or refraining from acting in reliance on the material in this 
publication, whether such loss is caused by negligence or otherwise.

CHARITIES
CHARITY COMMISSION WARNS AGAINST USE OF “CASH COURIERS”:
Following continued cases involving the seizure of charitable funds held as cash by the police and officers of UK ports, the Charity 
Commission (“the Commission”) has published an updated alert on cash couriering in partnership with SO15 Counter Terrorism 
Command, Metropolitan Police Service.  This is very detailed, but sets out a key summary as follows:

“In summary, the Charity Commission’s regulatory advice for charity trustees is:

 » Do not use cash couriers unless there are exceptional reasons for doing so;

 » If other means of transferring funds are not available and cash couriers are used, the Commission expects trustees to put in 
place a range of additional safeguards given the significant risks involved;

 » Cash of £10,000 or more must be declared to UK customs when carrying it between Great Britain and a country outside of the 
UK; and

 » Promptly report any seizures or forfeiture of charitable cash to the Commission as a Serious Incident.

Please see Chapter 4 of the Charity Commission’s Compliance Toolkit for further information on holding, moving and receiving 
funds safely including cash couriering.”

OTHER AREAS
CESSATION OF EXTENSION TO AIM FILING DEADLINE:
The London Stock Exchange has issued an Inside AIM article updating previous temporary guidance for financial reporting 
deadlines (implemented in in light of the Coronavirus (COVID-19) situation), which can be found at the following link.

It advises that the temporary measures in place for both half-yearly reports and annual audited accounts will no longer be 
available for any annual financial periods and any half-year financial periods ending after 28 June 2022.

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/regulator-renews-its-message-warning-charities-against-the-use-of-cash-couriers?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications-topic&utm_source=9799047d-5890-47c1-8a5b-9bfd747e5049&utm_content=daily
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/how-to-report-a-serious-incident-in-your-charity
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/charities-holding-moving-and-receiving-funds-safely
https://www.londonstockexchange.com/resources/raise-finance-resources?tab=aim&accordionId=4-41a6066d-26eb-4ad7-9f96-db4423193db0
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TECHNICAL MEMOS
The following technical memos have been released over the last few months:   
 

REFERENCE DATE CONTENT

TM 11/21 1 October 2021 HAT Corporate Audit Manual – January 2020 (09/21 Update)

TM 12/21 1 October 2021 HAT Non-Audit Assignments Manual – January 2020 (09/21 Update)

TM 13/21 1 October 2021 HAT LLP Manual – January 2020 (09/21 Update)

TM 14/21 1 October 2021 HAT Groups Manual – January 2020 (09/21 Update)

TM 01/22 1 February 2022 HAT Property Agents Client Money Manual – January 2022

All Memos are freely available at https://hatgroup.co.uk/documentstore.php.

https://hatgroup.co.uk/documentstore.php
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HAT MANUALS
Key elements of our audit and non-audit methodology are available from our partners, CaseWare and MyWorkPapers. For full 
details of availability of our documentation within these platforms please contact us. However, all underlying Manuals included 
in your subscription are available in Word format via the Members Area of www.hatgroup.co.uk. The tables below summarise 
our current Manuals.  

MANUAL RELEVANT FOR PERIODS COMMENCING ON 
OR AFTER 15 DECEMBER 2019 AND PRIOR 
TO 1 JANUARY 2021

RELEVANT FOR PERIODS COMMENCING ON 
OR AFTER 1 JANUARY 2021

Corporate Audit January 2020 January 2020 (09-21 Update)

Corporate Non-Audit January 2020 January 2020 (09-21 Update)

Groups January 2020 January 2020 (09-21 Update)

LLPs January 2020 January 2020 (09-21 Update)

MANUAL RELEVANT FOR ALL CURRENT ACCOUNTING PERIODS

Charities January 2020

Pension Schemes January 2020

Not for Profit Entities January 2020

Registered Social Housing Providers January 2020

SRA Accounts Rules November 2020

FCA Client Assets Reports January 2020

ATOL Assignments March 2020

Property Agents’ Client Money Assignments January 2022

Academies August 2021 (09-21 Update)

http://www.hatgroup.co.uk
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HAT Compliance Manual, including:

 » Annual Compliance Review

 » Anti-Money Laundering

 » Audit Procedures

 » Practice Assurance

October 2020

January 2018 (03/21 Update)

October 2020

March 2017 (10-20 Update)

March 2017 (10-20 Update)

The changes made to our Corporate Manuals in the 09-21 Update do not impact our specialist assignment Manuals and hence 
these Manuals have not been updated for periods commencing 1 January 2021 onwards.  

The Corporate Audit, Corporate Non-Audit, Audit Procedures and Anti-Money Laundering Procedures Manuals have also been 
tailored for use in Gibraltar with the same dates as above.   

If you have any problem accessing the Manuals or have any questions, please contact us. 

MANN OF MOORGATE EXAMPLE WORKING PAPERS
Our popular example audit working papers file can be downloaded from the “HAT Audit Methodology – An introduction for new 
users” folder on the members’ area of our website. This folder also includes the details of our on-demand modular training on 
how to use the HAT methodology. 

Each member firm should have access to the Members’ area. Typically, the account will be in the name of our key contact within 
the firm.  

FORTHCOMING PROJECTS
 » In respect of both ISA (UK) 315 and ISQM (UK) 1, the HAT team are finalising documentation in the HAT Audit / Audit 

Procedures Manuals.  In addition to highlights being included within quarterly updates during 2022, dedicated training will be 
available in the second half of 2022;

 » Amendments are being finalised to the HAT LLP Manual in order to reflect the requirements of the revised LLP SORP; and

 »  “Brexit” amendments to HAT’s Gibraltar Manuals will be processed to reflect amendments to company law which are 
expected to apply for accounting periods commencing on or after 1 January 2021, as soon as law has been enacted in 
Gibraltar.
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UPCOMING COURSES AND EVENTS
Please see the HAT website www.hatgroup.co.uk for our full range of courses and further details such as pricing.Bookings can be 
made with any member of the HAT team.

The following courses are scheduled to run online over the next few months:

COURSE PRESENTER VENUE DATE

HAT Quarter 2 Update
9.30am – 11.15am

Simon Kettlewell Online 9 June 2022

Anti-Money Laundering – Understanding Your Responsibilities 
2.00pm – 4.00pm

Andrew Jarvis Online 9 June 2022

Auditing in 2023: The impact of ISA (UK) 315 and ISA (UK) 240
10am-12pm

Simon Kettlewell Online 11 October 2022 

Quality Management: Implementing the requirements of ISQM 
(UK) 1
2pm – 4pm

Andrew Jarvis Online 11 October 2022 

Introduction to the HAT Audit Methodology*
9:30am – 1pm

Andrew Jarvis 45 Beech Street
EC2Y 8AD

14 June 2022

AML Compliance: A guide for Senior Management
2.00pm – 4.00pm

Andrew Jarvis Online 29 November 2022

 
* This course is also available on demand, free of charge for member firms via the members’ area of our website. This course 
focusses solely on the HAT methodology and therefore is appropriate for all users, irrespective of the platform in which the 
methodology is used. However, for individuals who will be using CaseWare, a range of on-demand training and supporting 
material is from the Members Area of our website and from CaseWare’s Knowledge Base, covering the functionality of the 
software and file navigation. The course is not suitable for staff with little or no audit knowledge, who should attend the HAT B 
Course.      

http://www.hatgroup.co.uk
https://hatgroup.co.uk/training-course/hat-quarterly-update
https://hatgroup.co.uk/training-course/anti-money-laundering
https://hatgroup.co.uk/training-course/hat-audit-manual-induction-guide
https://hatgroup.co.uk/training-course/aml-compliance-a-guide-for-senior-management
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT COURSE PROGRAMME

COURSE SUBJECT DATE / VENUE

A Introduction to Accounting 8 – 12 August 2022
(London)

B Introduction to Auditing 15 – 19 August 2022
(London)

AB Advanced Accounting 23 – 24 June 2022
(London)

C Practical Auditing 13 – 17 June 2022
17 – 21 October 2022
(Residential – Venue TBC)

C Practical Auditing 2 – 4 November 2022
(Ipswich)

CA Tax A Practical Introduction to UK Tax 20 July 2022
(London)

CA Financial Reporting A Practical Introduction to UK GAAP 21 – 22 July 2022
(London)

D Becoming an Effective Audit Senior 21 - 25 November 2022
(Residential – Norwich)

D (Online) Becoming an Effective Audit Senior 15 – 16 August 2022 (Online only option)

E Becoming an Effective Supervisor Spring 2023 – date TBC

Managers Managers Course Spring 2023 – date TBC

Full details of these courses including prices are available here.

https://hatgroup.co.uk/career-dev-courses-training.php
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HAT RECORDED WEBINARS
In addition to the “live” CPD courses listed above, the following courses are available “on demand”.  A recording of the material 
can be provided, along with accompanying material, for attendees to watch at their leisure. For any questions or to purchase a 
recording please email hat@hatgroup.co.uk or speak to a member of the team.  

COURSE PRESENTER DURATION

Introduction to Solicitors Accounts Rules Assignments Andrew Jarvis 3.5 hours

Charities Update for Auditors and Independent Examiners Andrew Jarvis 2 hours

SRA Accounts Rules Update Andrew Jarvis 2 hours

AML Compliance: A guide for Senior Management Andrew Jarvis 2 hours

Audit Planning Workshop Simon Kettlewell 3 hours

Effective Audit Review Simon Kettlewell 3 hours

SOCIAL EVENTS
Following our successful quiz evening in March we are planning on running our popular bowling competition on Thursday 22 
September. Further details will be released in due course.  

mailto:hat%40hatgroup.co.uk?subject=
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HAT QUIZ
Thank you to all teams who attended our quiz evening on 24 March. After a close competition, Sayers Butterworth 1 were 
triumphant. Full results were as follows: 

POSITION TEAM SCORE

1 Sayers Butterworth 1 132

2 Simmons Gainsford 1 131

3 Lewis Golden 1 130

=4 F. W. Smith Riches & Co 2 129

=4 Venthams 1 129

6 Wilder Coe 3 122

7 F. W. Smith Riches & Co 1 120

8 Lewis Golden 3 119

=9 Venthams 2 118

POSITION TEAM SCORE

=9 Lewis Golden 2 118

11 Sayers Butterworth 2 113

12 Simmons Gainsford 2 109

13 Wilder Coe 1 108

14 Simmons Gainsford 3 106

15 Lewis Golden 4 104

16 Wilder Coe 2 100

17 Sayers Butterworth 3 94


